LET’S SETTLE THE DEBATE

Are all filters the same? 30 years back, we asked the same question before creating Cat Filters. Today, the answer’s clear. From customer studies, to test results, to simply cutting one open, it’s easy to see the difference with Cat Filters. Your Cat equipment gets more protection and better performance. That means less repair work, more uptime and more money for your operation. Numbers back it up – and behind the numbers – there’s the design.

Cat Filters are designed with robust engineering to maximize the Cat components around it – especially the engine and the fluids. And whether the crucial spiral roving or the 30 percent stronger nonmetal center tube, Cat Filters consist of game-changing features to significantly outperform other filter brands. Combine a system-based design with superior features, and you get a different filter that delivers different results. Take a look for yourself, then ask your dealer for more on The Proof and The Design of Cat Filters.

Ask your dealer about the difference or visit cat.com/filtersandfluids for the proof and the design.